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■ Precision dental prosthetics with highly
by Ulrich Heker, Master Dental Technician & Chris Thomas, PhD (Molecular Biology)

Telescope prosthesis or
double crowns are a proven
option for the prosthetic
treatment of dramatically
reduced dentition (fewer
teeth). However, the
production of such a
prosthesis places higher
demands on the dental
practitioner and the technical
laboratory involved.
A telescopic crown always
comprises two parts:
1. The primary crown, or
coping, which is
permanently fixed in the
mouth to anchor teeth, and
is preferably made from a
suitable gold alloy; and
2. The mounted, removable
telescopic crown or
secondary crown attached
to the prosthesis and made
of the same alloy material.

T

he telescope procedure was first
described in 1886 by R Walter Starr
and, later, by Goslee and Peeso.
Telescope or double crowns thus have
their origins in America and not Germany,
as the common term ‘German Crown’
might suggest. In Germany, Häupl was one
of the pioneers (1929 onwards), as were
his pupils Böttger and Rehm, who laid the
foundations for the telescope method that
remains almost unchanged to this very day.
When we talk of telescopic crowns, we
generally mean the parallel telescopic
crown. With the parallel telescopic crown,
the inner telescopic element of each
double crown has parallel surfaces, and
these are not only parallel to one another
but also parallel to the axis of attachment
for the remaining telescopic elements. The
locking of the inner and outer telescopic
crowns provides a connection that can be
released in one direction or axis only, by
the dentist and the patient themselves.

Indications
Double crowns can be used in the
following situations:
■ where there is a strongly
depleted dentition
■ uncertain prognosis of individual teeth
in a periodontally damaged jaw
(existing bone depletion, increased
loosening of the anchor teeth)
■ with a suboptimal distribution of the
remaining teeth
■ for the retention of removable bridges
■ with implant techniques
When using anchor teeth for this precision
mechanical treatment, it is irrelevant
whether these are natural teeth or
implants, as telescopic attachments do not
exclude the use of implants. Rather, the
opposite. Precisely through implantology is
it possible to indicate a precision
mechanical replacement, which could not
have been planned in advance due to the
absence of natural abutments.
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The almost universal applicability is
characteristic for this anchoring system.
Telescopic crowns can be applied as claspfree connecting elements with purely
periodontally and periodontally-gingivally
supported partial prostheses.

Telescope during insertion

Single telescope with retention, showing
primary and secondary telescope

Copings in the upper jaw polished and
ready for modelling the outer crowns

Complete work for the upper jaw
seen from below
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engineered connections - Part 2
The pros and cons of
double crowns

On the principle that both crown pieces
have to join exactly and without
obstruction, parallel telescopic crowns are
always pressure fittings, which is why
telescopic crowns are preferably made
from precious alloys because of their high
elasticity.

Note: The force required for removal of
the prosthesis: 250–300 P is regarded as
acceptable to patients. The maximal force
required for removal should not exceed
650 P, as with higher levels the patient
can often not remove the prosthesis.

The importance of friction

The inner and outer telescopes are joined
together by friction. Stated simply, the
friction is due to the interaction between
the surface layers of the inner and outer
telescope. The binding forces of the
telescopic crowns are therefore a
Disadvantages of the telescopic system: consequence of this friction. Friction in
telescopic crowns is a value that is difficult
■ requires a high technical effort
to measure. It is principally dependent on
■ correspondingly higher costs
the technical construction of the crown,
■ oversizing of the secondary crowns or
which is influenced by the following
tooth surface loss in preparation
■ possible overloading of the anchor teeth factors:
(possible fracture of the enamel)
■ the number of the planned telescopic
crowns
■ can only be coated/veneered with
composites
■ the length of the friction surfaces of the
individual tooth and also the sum of all
How double crowns work
available telescopes
Physical principles
■ the placement of the friction surfaces
The patient expects the prosthesis to be
relative to one another. Only opposing
easily inserted and removed. At the same
facing parallel surfaces can provide the
time, the prosthesis has to be sufficiently
required friction
attached so that it cannot be displaced by
■ the elasticity of the materials used,
motion during speech and eating. In order
which is why gold alloys are generally
for these conditions to be met, you need
used
certain physical pre-conditions. These are
■ the quality of the work
explained below. In order to achieve a hold
between the inner and outer crown, these A prosthesis has to be prepared in such a
have to fit in a particular manner.
way that the patient can insert it without
There are three different types of fit:
difficulty. Additionally, it must provide the
1. a clearance fit, in which there is still a
feeling of fitting snugly and firmly. The
small bit of give/play
denture should also be removable without
2. the medium fit, in which there is a large difficulty whilst not loosening at the wrong
tolerance or over-sizing before the
moment or due to sticky foods. The
joining of the components (which gives criteria must remain valid over a longer
totally useless telescopic crowns)
period of wear.

In the dental surgery,
planning and preparation
When producing a telescope prosthesis, a
few fundamental considerations have to be
made with regard to the arrangement of
the anchor teeth.
There is a large difference in the
production of multi-unit bridges, which
require a common direction of insertion
from the start. With crowns, one is less
concerned with the original alignment of
the supporting teeth as the primary crowns
are applied individually and these are
milled to provide the parallel sides for a
common axis of insertion for the
secondary crown.
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Achieving the correct friction of the
individual telescope components is only
possible with considerable experience and
skill as well as a close collaboration with
the dental practitioner.

core verifiable CPD

Advantages of the telescopic system:
■ a predominantly axial loading of the
anchor teeth leading to a favourable
distribution of force
■ protection of the anchor teeth
from decay
■ the option of primary splinting for the
securing and fixing of loose teeth
■ integrated tilt-avoidance
■ a straightforward ability to extend
the prosthesis
■ the aesthetic advantage of invisible
clasps
■ the beneficial and straightforward
treatment and control of the
periodontium and the internal coping

3. the pressure fit, where the components
are tight and interact such that friction
is created during fitting

As telescopic crowns have multifaceted
elements, care must be taken during
preparation so that there is sufficient room
in the interdental area for effectively four
crown wall strengths (2 x inner crown plus
2 x external crown = circa 0.7–1 mm
interdentally and also taking into

Prepared teeth upper jaw
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To see more images relating to this and other articles, visit:
http://www.german-smile.info/combinedcare/combinedcare_02.htm
another (precision milling). To do this the
milling socket with the mounted copings
are attached to a plate that is situated on a
ball joint. It is then again oriented until an
optimal common ‘telescoping direction/
angle’ is found for all the primary
components.

Copings in situ

consideration the attachment direction). A
similar situation exists for the occlusally
required space (primary component +
external crown).
The secondary crowns attached to the
prosthesis require a common alignment
axis. The most important considerations
are therefore: How the preparation must
be positioned in order to obtain an
abutment preparation in which all the
primary components have two opposing
parallel surfaces with circa 3.5 to 4 mm
axial length, which in turn must all be
parallel to each other.
In addition, you need to consider the
important aesthetic aspect in your
planning. The inner crowns have to be
made as robust as possible without making
the final product too large and chunky after
milling. If the dental technician can create
the friction surfaces as close as possible to
the tooth base, which can be especially
problematic with anterior telescopic
crowns, then it is subsequently easier to
also create a graceful outer telescope.
It has been proven beneficial to undertake
the work in two phases.
After the first planning sitting, a plaster
model of the immediate situation is
produced in the laboratory using a

parallelometer, thus enabling planning to
be carried out at an earlier stage.

The ball joint is then immobilised and all
the exterior surfaces of the primary
components are milled parallel to each
other using a special milling machine. It is
particularly at this junction that the dental
technician has to be highly skilled.
The milling machine has a horizontally
moveable chuck head, similar to a
parallelometer. In the subsequent fitting for
the primary component in the mouth of
the patient, the practitioner tests the
component for accuracy and then fixes

The universal application of the telescopic
crown technique, as well as other precision
mechanical attachments such as
attachments and bolt or key slides, is
founded on being able to support the
prosthesis on demand.

Manufacturing primary crowns
After taking impressions using custom
trays, the optimal attachment
alignment/direction is established on the
cast, for milling using a parallelometer.

Measuring = determining of common
direction of insertion

The primary crowns are then modelled in
wax as with conventional crowns and are
subsequently milled parallel to one another
in the mill (whilst still in wax!)
Before embedding, spurs are attached to
the wax crowns, which prevent the primary
elements from disengaging from the
subsequent over-impression.

Wax modelling

Manufacturing
secondary crowns
After the production (modelling and
casting) of the primary crowns and making
of the master model from the overimpression using a custom tray, the
copings are milled to be parallel to one
Wax milling of the primary crowns
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their relationship via an over-impression in
an individual impression tray.

First, the total external surface of the
interior components is coated in a thin
layer of acrylic e.g. GC Pattern Resin®,
which provides stability in modelling and
also accurately reproduces the structure of
the exterior surface, which completely
disappears during burnout. The remaining
structure of the external crown is then
completed in wax according to
requirements (complete or partial
veneering).
Once the external parts have been
furnished with retentions, preferably
mesially and distally (as assistance for later
soldering, lasering or gluing), the patterns
are prepared and are embedded in
readiness for casting.

Pattern modelling of the copings

remnants of the embedding matrix by
steaming. The inner surface should now be
clean, smooth and free of micro-bubbles.
The surfaces are prepared further using
careful cleaning with a soft metal brush at
the lowest rotation speed.
Now the secondary crowns can be fitted
on the primary crowns.
Note: In order to be able to better handle
the inner crowns, I attach a metal pin to
each internal component. In this way I
avoid damaging the inner crowns with the
crown pliers usually used. (Crowns with a
wall thickness of up to 0.2 mm do not
offer sufficient resistance for such pliers.)
The precise friction is subsequently
adjusted using mirror finish fine polishes
and (my tip) CONTEX® from Degudent.

Testing the friction strength
Friction can be tested in a fairly simple
manner by tapping the prosthesis firmly
three times, in the correct alignment,
against a stable substrate such as the
work surface.

Here the accurate measure of special
liquid to investment is of real importance.
The casting form is now ready and can be
set in the oven. Preheating and casting are
done according to the alloy manufacturer’s
instructions. It is worth taking particular
note of the data sheets (for the product).
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The parallel surfaces are milled and the
remaining surfaces are polished to a mirror
finish whilst constantly monitoring the
strength. After cleaning, the modelling of
the external components can begin.
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Back in the laboratory, the dental
technician prepares the synthetic stumps in
the impression. After casting with
preferably expansion-free plaster, the
model can be trimmed and is ready for the
next step – the milling of the inner parts.
The primary elements are removed from
the model using a so-called ‘spider’ and
transferred to a milling plate.

About Dr Chris Thomas
Dr Chris Thomas is Director of Milton
Contact Ltd, specialising in communication
in pictures, word and person.
■ Dr Chris Thomas
Milton Contact Ltd 3 Hall End,
Milton, Cambs CB24 6AQ
Tel: +44 (0) 1223 440024,
Email: chris@miltoncontact.com
Web: www.miltoncontact.co.uk

After removing the casting, the internal
surfaces of the external components
should preferably NOT be shot blasted.
Instead, a short soak in Neacid or a similar
solution facilitates the removal of the
Proofing of thickness
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Upper metal Cr Co framework

Completion

From our experience, friction diminishes
over the first days after client use;
therefore, ensure friction is not set too
loosely. The probability that a patient will
have kept all anchor teeth 10 years after
insertion is 80%. The double crown
system is a versatile and successful way of
achieving the long-term restoration of the
partially edentulous jaw. Insertion and
removal of the appliance and routine oral
hygiene are easy to perform, even for
patients with limited manual dexterity. As a
full-arch reconstruction, the double crown
denture system enables easy adjustment,
modification, and relining with low followup costs.
The patient also plays a vital role in the
longevity of their prosthesis. A high quality
precision dental replacement can only fulfil
its task if treated appropriately. The patient,
therefore, can also contribute to ensure the
success of such quality work by:
■ ensuring a commitment towards oral
and dental hygiene
■ regular checking of the prosthesis for
intactness, freedom from stresses and
adaptation by the gingival surfaces
■ taking great care when removing and
inserting the prosthesis
■ ensuring proper care and appropriate
handling of the prosthesis after
instruction by the practitioner
■ following a short ‘instruction manual’
given to the patient by the practitioner
for care of the new custom made
prosthesis.
By following these guidelines the patient
should have many years of a care-free life
with their telescope double crown
dentures.

After a completed and hopefully successful
fitting, the outer surfaces of the crowns are
bonded and coated with composite and
the prosthesis is completed as usual.
Tip: The transition between inner and
outer crowns should always be sealed
with wax during this process. Otherwise,
possible seepage of the synthetic material
can bind the two crowns irreversibly.
Lower telescopic work from below
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This straightforward procedure allows even
the less, well-experienced user to gain a
relatively confident insight on the quality of
friction prior to the incorporation of a
telescopic unit, especially as no further
measuring equipment or tools are
required. Now the crowns are ready to be
combined with the casting of the model.
The metal pins are removed under heating
from the inner components, the primary
crowns are replaced on the model, and
everything is checked again thoroughly.
The crowns are now ready to be combined
with the metal frame. As mentioned above,
lasering, gluing and soldering are all valid
techniques. With soldering, one should
strive for a uniform heating of the soldering
block. If you have already checked the
accuracy of the tooth placement in the
patient with a wax-up, this is transferred to
the metal frame and the prosthesis is
assembled for a full test fitting.

A final friction test is advisable.
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■ The friction is inadequate if, after the
first tap, all the inner crowns protrude
visibly from the external crowns, or even
drop out completely.
■ Friction is optimal if the inner crowns
have protruded visibly by the third tap
but have not emerged fully from the
exterior crowns.

